
  

The 5th meeting in St Poelten, Austria was - once again a big success. We have been there with 4 students and we 
took part in all activities and work lines. 
 
In A Line (locomotive) we saw our locomotive run on stage, perfect, strong and smooth.  
 
C Line EU Electronic map divided in 4 groups worked further on. As promised in Finland, we had made our solution 
of electronics (for gimmicks and European Electronic Map) but the other solution done by schools from Belgium and 
Netherlands was taken over as a better one.  
 
Our students have been sad but we are still proud – they have made a version for electronics, it worked. Learning 
outcomes were just perfect and on the same level with learning outcomes of other students – only BE/NL final 
solution was cheaper and therefore the electronic group decide to have that for our train.  
 
D Workline was also fruitful and we have another film clip, this time from Finland.  
 
We have in mind all group work sessions with very fruitful and effective atmosphere and therefore profitable results 
for their further work. We have made another great step forward towards the final of our project. The work load for 
the coming months is huge, but we have no doubts, that the final meeting in Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg 
will show finally all results.  
 
HEIDENHAIN company offered again their support as in all the other meetings and help for the further steps of 
realizing our project idea.  
 
Our work line E offered the drafts for organization of our final meeting and we voted for final solutions in t-shirts 
(issue with the biggest contribution, funny but true) and the meeting was a great success in terms of technical 
progress.   
 
Our tracks are in Germany, our puzzle in Austria, our locomotive in Denmark and we are just fine – the upper part is 
still not ready for finals, but we know finally what we are going to put on the upper part. 
 
The final meeting will bring all the working lines to the last dot. 
For the final presentation at EU Parliament in Brussels Croatia will write scenario. We are going to be there 
10.04.2013. at 12.30. Our student Dominik Grdanjski will be announcer. Gordana Erid, Tomislav Kadunko, Dominik 
Grdanjski and Tatjana Antid are flying on 5th oaf April to Frankfurt, going to Bad Kreuznach, then to Brussels and than 
to Luxembourg and coming back on 13th. 
 
Mrs Christa Klaas invited us and we are grateful to her. 
Support to Crotian team in EU Parliament Mrs. Kunovid from AMEUP, Mr. Vladimir Drobnjak and Mr. Mario Nobilo 
(ambassadors), Mrs. Gordana Šimid (culture attaché ) and some of the invited politicians from Croatian  monitoring 
delegation to EU Parliament 
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